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What is Web 2.0?
Transparency: “The transition of websites from isolated information 
silos to sources of content and functionality, thus becoming a 
computing platform serving web applications to end users.”* 
Connectivity: Web 2.0 tools provide common sources where access 
can be open to all or controlled rather than email with attachments 
where access if diffused and disconnected. You can find stuff.
Participation: “A social phenomenon referring to an approach to 
creating and distributing Web content itself, characterized by open 
communication, decentralization of authority, freedom to share and re-
use, and "the market as a conversation.”* Barriers to entry are 
lowered.
Services (often free) rather than Products: Examples: Google, Blogger, 
Typepad, Amazon, eBay, Fickr, del.ici.ous, Wikepedia, Cloudmark, Digg, 
Newsvine, MySpace, Winelog
Some Tools: Blogs, Wikis, Podcasting, Social Bookmarking (tagging), 
RSS, Mashups, Social Network Analysis, Search based on participant 
behavior
*Source: Wikipedia May 10. 2006
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Some Key Web 2.0 Tools
• Blogs are optimized for creating and sharing content, allowing for 
commentary while keeping the original content intact. 
• Wikis are optimized for the collaborative creation of content. 
• Social Bookmarking (tagging) is optimized for documenting and 
sharing lists of links to useful information. 
• RSS allows for the subscription to content sources such as blogs, 
wikis, tagging, and many standard web sites. 
• Mashups are web pages that integrate complementary elements 
from two or more sources & are made possible by open APIs ( e.g., 
combining Google maps with Craig’s List on available apartments in 
a location). 
• Community Sites help to connect people with issues, products, and 
common interests 
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The Boston Globe, 2/21/05
Blogs have been at the front lines…
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But what are blogs?
• Simple Web pages designed for frequent updates
• Require little or no coding, require little or no cost – eliminating entry barriers
• Each entry, or post, has its own unique Internet address
• Posts can contain links to other posts or sites
• Blogs can accommodate comments
• Posts are arranged in reverse chronological order
• Posts are placed in searchable archive that can have categories for browsing
• You can subscribe to updates through RSS
• Usually written from personal or individual perspective
• Accessible nature promotes transparency 
• It is only the beginning – new features constantly emerging (e.g. audio, video)
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Trackback – Links from 
Other Sites
Title Banner for Blog with Description
Link to Source
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And what can blogs bring to business? What are the many 
ways they are being used? 
To answer these questions, Amanda Watlington and I interviewed over 70 prominent 
business bloggers in five groups and asked ten questions:
1. Why and when did you start blogging? 
2. Has it meet your original objectives? How? 
3. Have your objectives evolved? Do they continue to be met? 
4. What have been the biggest challenges you have faced? 
5. How did you overcome them? 
6. What is your major source of content? 
7. Why would someone want to read your blog? 
8. How do you benefit from reading other blogs? 
9. What are your favorite blogs? Why? 
10. What advice to have for others considering a business blog?
We found a strong endorsement for the business value of blogs. The answers are in 
our book, Business Blogs: A Practical Guide. 
ISBN# 0-9766180-0-1
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Creation – publishing content within a personal voice 
Collection – managing personal content in a searchable archive
Context – applying commentary to content you manage  
Connection – discovering others with your interests 
Conversation – engaging in dialogs on an organizational or global basis
Community – building networks around shared themes
Collaboration – finding new business partners and increasing team 
work within organizations
Blogs provide a transparent virtual space for:
…and they lower the barriers to entering the Web further 




Our findings: Knowledge management as conversations
“when barriers are lowered, new phenomena emerge” – Jim McGee
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Market connections (and exposure through transparency)
IBM’s
“now sell work 
through free 
photo blog”
“putting a human 
face on Microsoft in 
a credible way”
“over 124,000 mentions on Google and major 
name recognition for small company”
“over 10,00 hits a day, blogging now integral part of 
communications”
“creating closer 
on-going ties to 
our diners”
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From the Law Librarian Blog:
This year, law librarian blogs received Dennis Kennedy's Best Legal Blog
Category award. He wrote:
“I stand in awe of the job that law librarian bloggers as a group are doing. Across 
the board, these blogs have developed into strong information resources, often 
with links to primary source information that I'm not sure how I would find 
otherwise. There are so many great blogs in this category. I'll simply mention a 
few to get you started.”
BeSpacific.com, The Law Librarian Blog, Out of the Jungle, 
Law Dawg Blawg, WisBlawg, Vancouver Law Library Blog, 
Stark County Library Blog, Library Boy, LawLibTech, Connie 
Crosby, BarclayBlog, and Slaw.ca
Many more are listed at
http://library.law.wisc.edu/wisblawg/blogslistpublic.htm
Law Librarian Bloggers
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Intranet 2.0 - Taking Web 2.0 Behind the Firewall
“It is the place where employees collaborate, exchange thoughts, create plans, 
capture meeting notes, track projects, create documents. The Writable Intranet 
means that enterprise knowledge is "free" and searchable by anybody. The 
"freedom" implies that knowledge is neither in e-mails and nor in documents but 
in easily accessible and searchable repositories.”
Indus Khaitan
“In fact, Enterprise 2.0 in general describes the liberation of often previously 
inaccessible corporate information to be opened up to general discoverability, 
consumption, and reuse using a Web-based model.”
Dion Hitchcliffe
Instead of going to one more siloed application, the knowledge management 
system, that people have to take the time to contribute to, the entire intranet 2.0 
becomes a searchable archive that is open to those who should have access. 
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Sample enterprise blog architecture
Source: Gilroy and Ives, “Preparing for “Intranet 2.0” in Transforming Your Intranet, KM Review, 2006
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What is a wiki?
• is a piece of server software that allows users to freely create and edit 
Web page content using any Web browser 
• supports hyperlinks and uses a simple text syntax for creating new 
pages and crosslinks between internal pages on the fly
• is unusual among group communication tools since you can edit both 
the organization of contributions, as well as the content itself
• allows all users to edit any page, with full freedom to edit, change and 
delete the work of previous authors
• is particularly useful for brainstorming sessions since by definition, 
these sessions are a group activity
• is very useful for consensus building such as agreeing on meeting 
minutes. 
A wiki: 
“Making the simple complicated is commonplace; making the complicated simple, 
awesomely simple, that’s creativity. “ – Charlie Mingus (from Brian Lamb)
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Novell:
• Integrates wikis with single signon authenication and enterprise search
• Product development (requirements generation, documentation, bug fixes, etc.)
• Enterprise document sharing and discussion
• Event planning and documentation
Helix Commerce:
• Collaborative project management and documentation
IBM:
• Event planning, real time support, and documentation
• Wiki pages integrated with social book marking
• History Flow documents evolution of wiki content creation
• QED (Quickly and Easily Done) wiki allows drag and drop mashups that 
combine information from multiple sources
Sample business applications of wikis
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Blogs vs. wikis
• Wiki content is ego-less, time-less, and never finished – e.g. 
Wikipedia or project meeting notes kept in a wiki
• Blog content is written in the personal voice and is author(s)-centric 
with responding comments, all content remains in searchable archive
• Both defining features are derivative of the technology and not 
required by the tool. 
• Blogs are designed more for communication and knowledge 
exchange, wikis are designed more for collaboration and creation.
“Think of an open wiki space as a home that leaves its front door 
unlocked but doesn’t get robbed because the neighbors are all out on 
their front steps gossiping, keeping a friendly eye on the street, and 
never missing a thing. This ethic is at the heart of “SoftSecurity,” which 
relies on the community, rather than technology, to enforce order.”
From: “Wide Open Spaces: Wikis, Ready or Not” - Brian Lamb 
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• Enables people to put metadata (labels or tags) on content, primarily internet 
links in the case of del.icio.us and photos at Flickr, and save these tags for 
future use
• Allows readers, not just writers or experts, to tag. 
• Social in nature as people can publish, categorize and share their bookmarks.
• Allows anyone to tag anything anyway they want. There is no agreement upon 
or imposed taxonomy. (Optional)
• Permits multiple tags to same object, allowing bookmarks to belong to more 
than one category, non-heirarchical
• Can use RSS to subscribe to updates.
What is tagging?
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Tagging examples: IBM’s Dogear
• authentication of tagger
• role-based and team-based collections of tags
• tag intranet, as well as internet, content
• corporate directory presence for tags
• subscribe to tag updates through RSS
• collaborative filtering infers preferences from tagging
• integrated with corporate search engines
• private bookmarks possible
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• headings and subheadings
• title separate from its tags 
• title unique entity with own URL
• reorder ability to reflect changes
• library of all links and
• multiple playlists from library 
Tagging examples: Harvard’s Playlist
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Making Multiple Playlists
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More Data on the Sample Playlist
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Playing tag behind the firewall
• Providing topical resource lists than can be personalized and shared
• Creating personal “knowledge management” systems through lists of winning sales 
proposals, best practice deliverables, etc. around specific topics or work efforts
• Extending individual profiles to let others know what content an individual considers 
important
• Facilitating discovery of employees with similar interests or facing similar issues
• Offering support to online workgroup activity
• Measuring popularity of intranet documents through numbers of tags
• Supplementing enterprise search engines through emergence of new keywords 
that are meaningful to employees
Taking social bookmarking behind the firewall opens up new 
uses including:
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RSS is the glue that runs across Web 2.0 services
Tagging lists link to urls (specific 
documents), RSS lists (Guides 
here) link to continuous updates 
from sites. These updates could be 
added to tagging lists to preserve/
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Mashups
Another example of user defined content and services, a web page or application 
that integrates complementary elements from two or more sources
Housing Map Mashup of rental properties in Cambridge, Massachusetts on March 6, 2006.
Two Sample IBM Mashups
• Automatically find out where team is 
located through IM, mash-up with 
Google Maps shows current locations
• Look at any Internet page and match 
individuals against IBM corporate 
directory. Then through IBM directory, 
learn more including their blog and tags
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What Next?
• Blogs can be linked to create a collection of constantly updated content to 
make the workings of the enterprise transparent to its participants. 
• Wikis’ simplicity provides a very efficient collaborative work space. 
• Social bookmarking can enable everyone to better identify and share 
content.
• RSS puts the control of information flow into the hands of users.
• Mash-ups can quickly connect the data from these tools and other sources
as new needs arise.
• Community Sites are one of the fastest growing aspects of the new web.
Cumulative innovation of Web 2.0 is rapidly changing the web to be 
more aligned with its original goal of creating global communities, and
providing useful tools for behind the firewall.
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